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Abstract
According to his preface, McGregor's intentions were to fulfill a need for a general summary of the vast literature on southwestern archaeology. Cultural centers were emphasized; outlying cultures were mentioned; and more peripheral aspects were omitted. More detailed data were indicated by specific and general bibliographies. The book was intended to serve as an introductory paper for the beginner and as a summary for the more advanced student.
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In modern southwestern archaeology it was Paul Sidney Martin and John B. Rinaldo who developed and pursued a Mogollon-Zuni hypothesis. In the context of an investigation into Zuni origins it is instructive to review in some detail that development and pursuit. While they did not explicitly articulate what we would call today a formal research design, they clearly did work from a problem orientation whose evolution can be easily traced...
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In modern southwestern archaeology it was Paul Sidney Martin and John B. Rinaldo who developed and pursued a Mogollon-Zuni hypothesis. In the context of an investigation into Zuni origins it is instructive to review in some detail that development and pursuit. While they did not explicitly articulate what we would call today a formal research design, they clearly did work from a problem orientation whose evolution can be easily traced. . . . A landmark volume.—Journal of Field Archaeology. 

"Zuni Origins contains an astonishing range of data, insights, arguments, and perhaps a hint at how a new synthesis of Southwestern archaeology might be accomplished. It is a bold and productive attempt to evaluate an intriguing and important question. . . . A landmark volume."—Journal of Field Archaeology. 

"In format, scope, and quality of scholarship this volume is a Handbook of North American Indians just for Zuni. The book sets new standards for the archaeological assessment of culture genesis and development."—Canadian Journal of Archaeology. Winner of a CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award for
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